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Disaster struck on 18th April 2017 when an alien ship 
crash landed on the school of Reigate st Mary's bund. 
These aliens are thought to have crash landed on this 
property on Easter Monday, as a local neighbour on chart 
lane called in on Monday to see if there was any attack; 
sh she claims to have seen a huge light with 'lots of 
lovely colours as it landed with a huge bang,'  Whilst she 
sat with her dogs in the garden as the explosion hit the 
school. She had asked if any bodies were found and if 
there was any sign of blood or footprints. No footprints 
or blood were found, but there was a lot of green goo left 
on the sight, which i personally believe was the blood of 
these aliens. Who must of fell out of the ship before it 
crashed on the school.

The next day the children of RSM went to school to see 
the sight of the remains of a crashed spacecraft the scenes 
radiation is safe enough to go in.

Mr Culverwell (the schools head master) had 
interrupted the lesson, all the children were keen to 
find out what had happened, Mrs Winterhalder was in 
quite a shock!He had told the class that an alien ship 
had crashed on the bund. And since year 6 were the 
most trusted year group, were aloud to visit. As they 
explored they took photos and case notes, describing 
what the objects were and what there own opinions 
were Edward brown from class 6W has said 'there were 
cables everywhere, along with a   Large peices of metal 
and space food and an ID of space legend Neil 
Armstrong with a photo of his family. Edward believes 
the aliens were gathering information about him, the 
evidence is that lots of his food and photos were found 
of him, he believes these super natural beings were 
trying to also trying to find out how they could come 
down to earth with out a radiation explosion. It looks 
like they have succeeded, though he believes that they 
died before the ship landed.

 Items found
 Large lumps of alien goo 
was found in the trees on the 
floor and on the remains of 
the ship people have no idea 
what this is is, I predict it is 
alien blood from the crash.

This circuit board was found 
and we believe it was the circuit 
for the control panel which has 
not yet been found. It was 
probably destroyed with the rest 
of the ship 
which has not yet been found. 
Go on to the Surrey times 
website for more.

This is a picture of the main 
section of the ship which has 
crashed on the bund. No one 
realised it was there until 
Monday; the police found it 
early Tuesday morning.
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